
How to get the best from your GP appointment  
 

 It’s tempting to bring a list of unrelated problems, but consider what’s 
achievable in 10 minutes. It’s often better to come back again and spend 
more time on a problem rather than squeeze as many as you can into 
one ten minute appointment.  
 

 Don’t be put off by a GP who runs late – they may be spending needed 
time with patients or dealing with an emergency. 
 

 Before you see the GP, work out in your own mind what you’re worried 
about, and highlight any particular concerns. Consider bringing with you 
notes of your symptoms and concerns you have so you don’t forget  

 anything. 
 

 Get to the point: don’t beat about the bush and don’t keep  

important issues until the end.  
 

 Wear accessible clothing if you’re likely to need to undress for  
examination. Make sure you understand what happens next, if you are 
not sure ask to go through the plan again.  

 

Please remember the doctor is not always able to deal with all your 
problems within 10 Minutes and you may be asked to book a fur-

ther appointment.  

Bowel Cancer Screening 
 The test is called Bowel Cancer Screening.  

 It is for people aged 60 to 74 years old.  

 Bowel cancer is a serious illness. It is one of the most common cancers and can affect 

both men and women.  

 Most people who get it are aged over 60.  

 If you are aged between 60-74, you will be sent the bowel cancer screening test in the 

post every 2 years. You can do the test in your own home. The test is meant for  
everyone, not just for people who think they have any signs of Bowel Cancer.  

 The test looks for tiny bits of blood in your poo. If you had these tiny bits your wouldn't 

be able to see them by just looking.  

 If we find blood in your poo, you can have another test to see if you have bowel  

cancer.  

 Finding out quickly means that there's a better chance it can be treated and could save 

your life.  

 It is up to you if you want to do the test.  

 Make sure you read the leaflet that is sent with the test kit, this will help you choose 

whether to do the test.  
You can watch a video about how to do the test at  

www.cruk.org/boweltest  
If you notice anything strange about your poo, or if your poo has changed, or if how often you 

go for a poo has changed, do not wait for your screening kit.  
See your doctor straight away.  
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Evening and Weekend Appointments  
 

The Seven Day Access Service (for Heywood, Middleton and Rochdale) 
allows patients to have more flexibility in where, when and how they use 

local health services. The service helps patients who have difficulty in  
getting to the doctors during usual opening times by having  

appointments available outside of these hours. 

While patients may not get to see their own doctor, the GP or Nurse they 
do see will have access to the patients medical record  

(subject to their consent) 
Bardoc, working in partnership with GP Care, provide the Seven Day  

Access Service at Four Hubs across the borough 

To make an appointment please telephone 

0161 763 8292 

Staff News 
 

We are pleased to say hello to four new staff members.  
Jenna Johnstone, Rosie Halliwell, Isha Ahmed and Lorna Mooney. 

 
 

We are very sad to say goodbye to Dr Katherine Reah 
who left the practice on 31st January 2018. We wish her all the best. 

Contact Details 
 

Don’t forget to inform us of any  
changes to your contact details as 

soon as possible. If we need to contact 
you it is important that we have the 

correct details. 

Are you a Carer?  
 

Don’t forget to notify us if you are a 
carer and we will record the  

information in your medical record 
and any relevant patient records.  

143 Appointments were not attended with the Doctor, Nurse and 

Healthcare Assistant in January 2018 
 

If you cannot attend your appointment you MUST telephone the surgery 
to inform us in good time. This allows us to offer the appointment to  

another patient who may need it. 

Nurse Appointments  
 

Are you due for your annual COPD, Asthma or Diabetes Review?  
 

You can book an appointment with the receptionist.  
 

Don’t Delay, Book in Today!  

Surgery Closures 
 

The surgery will be closed from 12.30pm on Thursday 8th March for 
Staff Training. 

 

The surgery will be closed for the full day on Friday  30th March and 
Monday 2nd April for the Easter Bank Holidays. 

 

If you require urgent medical attention while the surgery is closed, there 
are a number of options.  

 
 

For life threatening emergencies—ring 999  
 
 

For urgent medical advice—ring 111  
 
 

For the 7 Day Access Service—Ring 0161 763 8292 

Patient Online Services  
 

Did you know you can book appointments,  
request repeat prescriptions and view your 

medical record online?  
 

In order for patients to be able to access their medical record, they 
will need to complete an Patient Online registration form at  
reception bringing with them Photographic ID and proof of  

address.  
 

You can obtain further information by asking reception  or collect a 
registration form from the surgery. 


